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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X denote an abstract set. Assume that m is a positive integer, and for all k >_ m - 1, define 
the point-to-set mappings fk : X k+l ---* 2x~ where 2 x denotes the set of all subsets of X. Select 
x0, X l , . . .  , Xm-1 C X arbitrarily, and construct he sequence 
zk+i c fk(Zo, Z~,...,xk) k >m-  1 (:) 
where an arbitrary point from the set fk(xo, x l , . . . ,  xk) can be accepted as the successor of xk. 
Recursion (1) is called the general algorithmic model. 
In recent years, the study of general iteration schemes has included a substantial effort to 
identify properties that  will guarantee their convergence in some sense (see, e.g., [1-3] and the 
references therein). In this note we are concerned with this type of results. 
The algorithmic model (1) is called an m-step process if for all k > m - 1, the mapping fk 
does not depend explicity on x0, X l , . . . ,  xk-,~, that is if algorithm (1) has the special form 
Xk+l c fk(xk- ,~+l, . . .  ,Zk-:,xk). (2) 
2. CONVERGENCE CRITERIA  
FOR ALGORITHMIC  MODELS 
In order to establish any kind of convergence, X should have some topology. Assume now that 
X is a Hausdorff topological space that satisfies the first axiom of countability. Let S C X be 
the set of desirable points, which are considered the solutions to the problem being solved by the 
algorithm. For example, in the case of an optimization problem, X can be selected as the feasible 
set, and S as the set of optimal solutions. If a linear or nonlinear fixed point problem is solved, 
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then X is the domain of the mapping and S is the set of all fixed points. In analyzing the global 
asymptotic stability of a discrete dynamic system, set X is the state space and S is the set of 
equilibrium points. 
Our analysis will be based on the following concept. 
DEFINITION. An algorithmic model is said to be convergent if  the accumulation points of any 
iteration sequence {xk} constructed by the algorithm are in S. 
Assume that for each k >_ O, there is a function ck : X -~ R. Moreover, we record the following 
conditions, which are assumed to hold for sumciently large k >_ O: 
(C1) Functions {ck} are uniformly locally bounded below on X \S .  That is, for all x • X \S ,  
there is a neighborhood U of x and a real b • R (which may depend on x) such that for 
all x' • u 
ck(x') >_ b. 
(62)  I fx '  • fk(Xo,Xl , . . . ,Xk_ l ,X ) (X,Z i • X ,  i ---- 0 ,1 , . . .  , k  - 1), then 
Ck+l(Z') ~_ Ok(X). 
(63) For each z • X \S ,  i f  {xk} C_ X is any sequence such that Xk --+ z and Ck(Xk) --~ C*, then 
Ck+l(y) < c* for all y • fk(xo, x l , . . . ,  Xk). 
(64) For each z • X \S ,  if {xk} c_ X is any sequence such that xk --~ z and Ck(Xk) --* c*, then 
if  for any iteration sequence {Yk+l} C X ,  Ck+l(Yk+l) --~ ~ and Yk+l • fk(XO,Xl, . . .  ,xk), 
then ~ < c*. 
(C5) The pair (ck, fk) is locally uniformly monotonic at each x E X \S .  That is, there exist 
~o >_ 0 and a neighborhood U of x (possibly depending on k and x) such that 
ck+l(x") - ck(z') < -6  ° 
for al lx"  • fk(xo, x l , . . . , xk - l , x ' ) ,  xi • X,  i = 0,1 , . . . , k -  1, x' • U. 
(Co) Each function Ck is 1ocalIy bounded. 
(67) There exists a function 6 : X --* R + such that 
ck+l (z ' )  - ck(z) < -6 (x )  < 0 
for all x' • fk(xO, X l , . . . , xk - l , x ) ,  x, xi • X, i = 0 ,1 , . . . , k -  1. 
(Cs) For each z • X \S  if  {xk} c X is such that xk --* z, then oo ~k-o  ~(xk) = oo. 
(69) Each function ck is either lower semicontinuous on X \S  or bounded from below on X .  
(610) For each z • X ,  i f  xk --~ z and 5(xk) --* O, then 5(z) = O. 
(611) The set {x' • Z [ 5(x') = 0} C_ S. 
(612) For each k, Ck is lower semicontinuous on X \S .  
(613) For each x • X \S ,  there exists a neighborhood U of x such that 
ck+~(x") < ck(z) 
for all x" • fk (xO,X l , . . . , xk - l , x ' ) ,  x' • U, xi • X ,  i = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . , k -  1. 
(614) For each k and x • X \S ,  there exists 7 > 0 (possibly depending on x and k) such that 
ck+l(x') < ck+l(x)  - 7 
for all x' • fk(xo, x l , . . .  , xk - l , x ) .  
(615) Each composite map ck(fk(')) is super upper continuous at each x • X \S .  That is, for 
each e > 0, there exists ~ E fk(xo, x l , . . . ,  xk-1, x) and a neighborhood U of x such that 
ck+l(x") < ck(~) + e 
for all x" • fk(Xo, X l , . . .  , xk - l , x ' ) ,  x' • U. 
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(616) 
(617) 
(C18) 
(619) 
(620) 
(621) 
(622) 
Each function fk(') is single valued for all z E X.  
For all k and z E S, 
ck(A(z)) <_ ck(z). 
For all k and z E X \S ,  
ck(A(z)) < ck(z). 
Each ck(fk(')  is upper semicontinuous on X \S .  
Each function ck is equicontinuous on X. 
Inequality 
ck+l(x') < ck(xk) 
holds for all x' c fk(xo, x l , . . . , xk ) ,  x~ E X \S ,  i = 0,1 ,2 , . . . , k .  
Each function fk is dosed for any z E X \S .  That is, if xk --* z, Yk+l C fk(Xo, Xl , . . .  ,Xk) 
and yk+l --* Y imply that y E fk(xo, X l , . . . ,  xk-1, z). 
(623) For each z e X \S ,  if xk --* z and Yk+l C fk (xo ,x l , . . .  ,xk), then {Yk+l} is compact. 
The proof of the following theorem can be found in [1]. 
THEOREM 1. I f  conditions (61), (C~) and (63) hold, then the algorithmic model (1) is convergent. 
The proofs of the following implications are similar and can be reduced to the ones in [3] in 
the special case when the algorithmic model (1) is a single-step stationary process and ck does 
not depend on k. 
THEOREM 2. The following implications are true: 
(1) Conditions (C1), (62) and (64) imply conditions (el) ,  (62) and (63) (Ft. Meyer); 
(2) Conditions (61), (62) and (65) imply conditions (61), (62) and (64) (G. Meyer); 
(3) Conditions (C1), (62), (64) and (66) imply conditions (61), (62) and (65) (G. Meyer); 
(4) Conditions (61), (67) and (Cs) imply conditions (61), (62) and (65) and vice versa; 
(5) Conditions (62), (65) and (69) imply conditions (61), (62) and (65) (Polak); 
(6) Conditions (61), (62), (65) and (612) imply conditions (62), (65) and (69) (Polak); 
(7) Conditions (67), (69), (610) and (611) imply conditions (62), (65) and (69) (R. Meyer); 
(8) Conditions (62), (65) and (69) imply conditions (67), (69), (610) and (611), when S is 
dosed (Ft. Meyer); 
(9) Conditions (62), (612) and (613) with the additional condition that each function ck is 
equicontinuous imply conditions (61), (62) and (63) ( G. Meyer); 
(10) Conditions (61), (62) and (63) with the additional assumption that each function ck is 
equicontinuous imply conditions (62), (612) and (Cla) (G. Meyer); 
(11) Conditions (62), (612), (614) and (615) imply conditions (62), (612) and (613); 
(12) Conditions (62), (612), (614) and (615) imply conditions (62), (65) and (69); 
(13) Conditions (612) and (616)-(619) imply conditions (62), (612), (614) and (615) (Volyak); 
(14) Conditions (62), (612), (614) and (615) imply conditions (612) and (616)-(619) when each 
function fk is a single valued mapping; 
(15) Conditions (62) and (620)-(62a) imply conditions (62), (612), (614) and (615) (Zangwill). 
REMARKS. The authors listed in Theorem 2 have established the corresponding results in the 
special case when the algorithmic model (1) is a single-step stationary process and ck does not 
depend on k [3]. The works of the above listed authors can be found in [3]. 
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